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Over its lifetime a nuclearOver its lifetime a nuclear
power station's carbonpower station's carbon
footprint is the same as windfootprint is the same as wind
powerpower

Posted September 27, 2022Posted September 27, 2022

The UK power sector is responsible for around 12% of the UK’s annualThe UK power sector is responsible for around 12% of the UK’s annual

greenhouse gas emissions. As the nation continues to develop a broadergreenhouse gas emissions. As the nation continues to develop a broader

energy mix a range of new technologies, including new nuclear, will helpenergy mix a range of new technologies, including new nuclear, will help

Britain achieve Net Zero. Britain achieve Net Zero. 

Independent analysis of the carbon emissions associated with new nuclearIndependent analysis of the carbon emissions associated with new nuclear

plants have demonstrated they have smaller lifetime greenhouse gasplants have demonstrated they have smaller lifetime greenhouse gas

footprint than that created by solar power and about the same as windfootprint than that created by solar power and about the same as wind
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power. The International Panel on Climate Change power. The International Panel on Climate Change classified energyclassified energy

sources that produce 12grams of CO2sources that produce 12grams of CO2, which is about the global average, which is about the global average

for nuclear’s lifecycle emissions, or less, per kilowatt hour of energy to befor nuclear’s lifecycle emissions, or less, per kilowatt hour of energy to be

low carbon.low carbon.

Over the past 45 years the UK’s nuclear fleet has been the nation’s biggestOver the past 45 years the UK’s nuclear fleet has been the nation’s biggest

source of zero carbon electricity. At its peak nuclear was providing moresource of zero carbon electricity. At its peak nuclear was providing more

than 20% of the UK’s electricity and because it is zero carbon at the point ofthan 20% of the UK’s electricity and because it is zero carbon at the point of

generation it was helping the UK avoid using fossil fuels which would havegeneration it was helping the UK avoid using fossil fuels which would have

led to the emission of millions of tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions forled to the emission of millions of tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions for

many years.many years.

Now fresh analysis has considered the carbon impacts of some of ourNow fresh analysis has considered the carbon impacts of some of our

existing nuclear plants. Independent analysts looked at the completeexisting nuclear plants. Independent analysts looked at the complete

lifecycle of the Torness and Sizewell nuclear plants. They considered everylifecycle of the Torness and Sizewell nuclear plants. They considered every

possible aspect of construction, operating, fuel and fuelling, defueling andpossible aspect of construction, operating, fuel and fuelling, defueling and

decommissioning and then calculated the carbon emissions compared todecommissioning and then calculated the carbon emissions compared to

the energy generated by the stations. This comparison is the way mostthe energy generated by the stations. This comparison is the way most

lifetime carbon footprints are calculated for energy generation sources. lifetime carbon footprints are calculated for energy generation sources. 

This comparison has revealed that over the course of their lives the twoThis comparison has revealed that over the course of their lives the two

plants will produce about 10grams of CO2 per kilowatt hour of electricityplants will produce about 10grams of CO2 per kilowatt hour of electricity

that is smaller than solar power and a number directly comparable to windthat is smaller than solar power and a number directly comparable to wind

power.power.

To find out more about our calculations have a look at our report onTo find out more about our calculations have a look at our report on

SizewellSizewell and  and TornessTorness..

Related articlesRelated articles
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January 09, 2024January 09, 2024

Investment boost to maintain UK nuclear output at currentInvestment boost to maintain UK nuclear output at current

levels until at least 2026levels until at least 2026

EDF plans to invest a further £1.3billion in the UK’s five generating nuclear powerEDF plans to invest a further £1.3billion in the UK’s five generating nuclear power

stations over 2024-26, taking the total invested in the fleet to nearly £9billion sincestations over 2024-26, taking the total invested in the fleet to nearly £9billion since

2009.2009.

May 31, 2023May 31, 2023

Torness triplet rescued after failed flightTorness triplet rescued after failed flight

A peregrine falcon chick, being raised at Torness power station, has been rescued afterA peregrine falcon chick, being raised at Torness power station, has been rescued after

a failed flight from its rooftop nest.a failed flight from its rooftop nest.
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November 23, 2022November 23, 2022

Torness apprentice comes top of the classTorness apprentice comes top of the class

Torness apprentice Matthew French was named “Apprentice of the Year” at EDF’sTorness apprentice Matthew French was named “Apprentice of the Year” at EDF’s

annual apprenticeship graduation ceremony in Somerset.annual apprenticeship graduation ceremony in Somerset.
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